Few eras in the histories of the young American and French Republics were as pregnant with conflicting seminal ideas as the decade of the 1840s. The fledgling, American experiment had outgrown its revolutionary naïveté and had seen many of colonial certainties undermined by inexorable movement into a frontier of boundless possibilities. Straddling vast panoramas of unsettled land and a litoral rapidly transforming itself into an industrial future, the new state desperately sought out unity in the individual lives of its citizens. Riparian Americans, far less worried about their physical futures than their country cousins who still lived among Amerindian “primitives,” tried to make their world a better place by founding groups that militated against slavery and capital punishment or even suggested a primal change in lifestyle and diet. The only force that routinely tied together these desperate communities was the fear and loathing of European immigration, a force which had ironically fashioned them in the first place. The hordes of Irish and German immigrants, fleeing the frightening political morass of revolutionary Europe, were viewed by alarmed “old Americans” as “priest-controlled machines” who would surely topple America’s shaky, Protestant dominance.

On the other side of the Atlantic, similar disintegrations of political and social unity fed the flood of immigrants who helped shape the Americas of the 1840s. The ideals of the
French Revolution paled before the democratic imperialism of Napoleon and the threadbare autocracy of the Bourbon Restoration. Even with the accession of the “bourgeois king” Louis Philippe in 1830, the chasm between rich and poor in France was not bridged. With the passage of the Le Chapelier law in 1791, the unfettered right to acquire property became a core principle of both rightist and leftist governments for the next half-century. The ultimate victims of this victory of *laissez-faire* were French skilled workers who saw their guilds and brotherhoods outlawed as institutions contrary to the society’s “general interest.” A new line was drawn between the *nouveau riche* and the growing army of the laboring poor. The line would also stand as a political barricade in 1848 when disgruntled workers rose in rebellion against their timid sovereign and his aloof minister François Guizot. It would also extend as a largely-impermeable barrier against the ascendant liberalism of the day while providing rich soil for the growth of the many varieties of socialism.

The ultimate host for a world view contrary to the entrepreneurial spirit which naturally followed the spread of the factory system into the Continent was the army of workers who became, in many ways, subject to the machines they operated. With the guild and brotherhood safety net removed by the Revolution, workers adapted old means to new ends of production and marketing with the formation of cooperatives. Despite these small successes, workers across Europe saw once stable and protected industries overwhelmed by a flood of unskilled immigrants from the countryside into the large industrial centers. Unemployment, recession, malnutrition and an increase in crime forced European laborers
to abandon their frantic, almost millenarian, hopes for a new life through revolution. When the light of immediate political action was extinguished, there was nothing to take its place but a bitter frustration. The people had, indeed, given everything for the Revolution and now it had forgotten them. They had overthrown the thousand-year-old reign of the nobility only to be crushed under the unfeeling dominance of the new monied classes. A new vision was desperately needed and this view of the world as it might be would be provided by a heterogeneous group of agitators and writers known as socialists.

The trends of socialist thought that sought to form a post-industrial society were as varied as those of the liberalism which had ridden industrialization to power. Sharing with the Enlightenment the belief in a perfect, but non-involved deity, hatred of organized religion and confidence in the perfectible and educatable nature of man, early nineteenth-century socialist thought all insisted that real change could only be effected with the establishment of a new society. Since the greedy moguls of factory wealth were not likely to surrender dominance except with the threat of revolution, a growing number of socialist authors except with the threat of revolution, a growing number of socialist authors counseled non-violent change, since political upheavals, no matter for what purpose, could create nothing that “lives and lasts.” Evolution, it seemed, was the ultimate answer, but how it was to be shaped would give rise to two schools of socialist thought: the classist and colonial.

The first of these solutions, as encapsulated in the works of Louis Blanqui, Claude de
Saint Simon, Louis Blanc, Friedrich Engels and Karl Marx, saw the industrial system, in one way or another, as the means by which a classless society would be created. Some, like Saint Simon, argued that this perfect world would hatch from the technological chrysalis of the factory which would make poverty irrelevant by the steady spread of wealth to all classes. Others, like Blanc, feared that true economic emancipation could never be an automatic process, but would only be accomplished if the worker, under the auspices of a transparent and benevolent state, controlled his own laboring environment. With such autonomy, it was hoped that “democracy...like the sun [would] shine for us all.” Still others, most especially Marx and Engels, rejected the terms of bourgeois freedom of enrichment, even if workers were granted grudging access to this dream. Instead, they claimed for this very same oppressed class of laborers—the proletariat—the birthright of giving their lives to form a new society where all men and women would indeed be created equal since this “brave new world” would contain no classes. To come into this paradise of equality, Marx and Engels called out to working men across the world to throw off the oppression of the propertied middle class and form a supra-national state in which duty would far outweigh wealth.

The second form of socialist thought shared with Rousseau disdain for civilization and admiration for “the good constitution” of primitive societies. Self-seeking individualism, however, was hardly the answer in an age of booming entrepreneurship in which personal enrichment overpowered every other goal. The inequities of the factory state were so widespread that a new society could not be forged in situ, but would rather only be accomplished in colonies where “truth was rendered more profitable than falsehood.”
Charles Fourier, Victor Considerant, Robert Owen, and Arthur Brisbane all either theorized about or attempted to set up such a post-industrial society. These plans all emulated and adapted Fourier’s *phalanx*, a community of under fifteen-hundred members which was to be made self-sufficient from the corruption of industrial society with the creative use of the artisan cooperative. The workers, who lived in communal dormitories and ate in great dining halls, elected their own officials. To soften the drudgery and boredom of industrial existence, a great number of workshops of different types were established and the worker could transfer from one to the other during the day. The end result of such a system, according to Owen, was that “the individual [was] willing to exert his or her for the common good.” With the European land mass becoming increasingly saturated with humanity, the experiments of Fourier and Considerant grew increasingly unfeasible. One site, however, did hold out hope for a new start. In America, the utopian socialists encountered a people who “founded associations” on all levels and for many different reasons. This conjunction of great swathes of cheap land with the reality and myth of American social cooperation would ultimately bring Étienne Cabet to Texas.

Though born into a *petit bourgeois* household in Dijon in 1788, Cabet spent most of his life as an advocate for the proletariat -- “those beings born for the trouble of society...in the midst of cities.” Though earning a law degree, Cabet passed his life as “a veritable political ascetic” who focused all of his energies on preaching socialist solutions for “primordial questions of social and political economy.” With the Revolution of 1830, he attained a
Icaria: An Aborted Utopia

judicial post in Louis Philippe’s government and was elected to the Chamber of Deputies from his home city. Even with these temporary successes, Cabet soon found himself “a moral exile in his own country” for his unpopular views on modern society which he claimed was breaking into two distinct classes: “the rich...numbered in the thousands...and the laboring class numbered in the millions.”

Though attaining a law degree, Cabet passed his life as “a veritable political ascetic” who focused all of his energies on disseminating socialist solutions for “primordial questions of social and political economy.”

His noisy insistence that this shameful gap of money and power be filled by legislative means soon antagonized the liberal government which in 1834 charged the troublesome advocate of lèse majesté for his many attacks on France’s well-placed citizens. Spending a five-year exile mostly in England where he came under the influence of Robert Owen, Cabet returned to France in 1839 and began the dominant phase of his career.

In the years after his return to France, Cabet gained wide popularity among France’s laboring classes by two strains of thought which often intertwined. In the first, he used the newspaper Le Populaire to issue extremely practical directives to workers. He saw class as the prime divider in modern society, but would not tread the path—soon followed by Marx—of class, but rather had confidence that the proletariat could work with the bourgeoisie for a better world. The violent upheavals of the French Revolution and its political children were unnecessary, according to Cabet, and ultimately “works to the advantage of the governing elite.” Instead, he counseled a political and economic gradualism to be brought about by a “democratic socialism” which would slowly increase the worker’s position of societal
dominance, while expanding their educational base while inculcating among their numbers the tenets of “true Christianity,” a kind of primitive socialism based on fraternity and equality. This new world would not destroy the family, but it would remove the greatest barrier to the emergence of a classless society: private property.

The second strain of Cabet’s thought, a view of the world to come, was encapsulated in his extremely popular novel, *Voyage en Icarie* (1839). This work, loosely based on Thomas More’s *Utopia*, followed the journey of a young English nobleman through Icarie, the kind of society Cabet longed to fashion. In it, “every man would be his brother’s keeper” and brotherhood “would render all laws useless.” Equality was to be the watchword of this classless paradise where none would be condemned to dehumanizing work and none would profit from the sweat of others. Icarie, however, was by no means libertarian. No one had the license to violate the liberties of others. Rather, by universal education and a judicious historical management of their general heritage, all Icarian citizens would be led to fervently dedicate themselves to reconciling “all the pleasures of variety with the advantages of uniformity.” This happy state would be accomplished when each person evolved beyond the reach of the “harmful” ideas which came in the wake of unbridled individualism.

Cabet’s ideas “found numerous admirers in the working class,” especially among the artisan communities of Paris and Lyon. Many of these workers, who had seen guilds
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dismantled, now found their cooperative ventures undercut by a factory system which thrived on unskilled labor. Hardly prone to violent revolution, these men were yet touched by a searing frustration since they were treated “as playthings of the idle rich.”3 Thumbing the pages of *Le Populaire*, the dispirited workers of France’s burgeoning industrial zones found hope in the prediction that “Communism has passed the Rubicon...neither force nor slanders nor outrages nor persecutions are capable of stopping it.”4 While the numbers of such hopeful communists were clearly small, their allegiance to *pere Cabet* was extremely enthusiastic, though not unlimited. As apparent in his later utopian ventures, Cabet had little use for democratic consultation and did not tolerate lightly “freethinkers” among his followers.5

While the socialism of Cabet and Fourier found a ready audience in a Europe buffeted by revolution and reaction, their ostensibly radical ideas broadly appealed to an ante-bellum America long thought to be primarily moved by the intellectual engine of individualism. Translated into American verities by such Fourierist writers as Arthur Brisbane and Horace Greeley, utopia became an answer to many heartfelt needs. With the extension of American industrialization and the waves of economic and social displacement it caused, many of the lower middle classes who had suffered through the Panic of 1837

---
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were ready to at least flirt with new social ideas. Religionists, especially those expecting the last days, were already beginning to desert the old faiths for communal experiments in which their members would not be tainted by America’s growing materialism. The dominant intellectual strain of the era, transcendentalism, called for the abandonment of self aggrandizement and dedication to social justice. As John S. Dwight (a minister who exchanged Unitarianism for Fourier’s vision) observed: “The fact that poverty exists anywhere makes you poor.” In the midst of America’s booming factory-state, then, many in the middle class, who saw family values and democratic ideals eroding in the mad rush for profit and land, turned to socialism as a means of truly accomplishing America’s revolutionary dictum: “All men are created equal.”

As America’s evolving intelligentsia sought new sources of non-material enrichment, the majority of their countrymen continued to equate prosperity with the ownership of land. In the decade before the Mexican War, the principal focus of this all-but-perennial concern with land was the vast ocean of territory between the Red River and the Gulf of Mexico. To settle their frontier zones of Texas and Coahuila, the Mexican government – and later the Republic of Texas – relied on the empresario system. Individuals were given vast, largely

---


unmapped, tracts of land for a set period; the *empresarios* were responsible for advertising the land and bringing in settlers. When the requisite number of settlers was reached, the settlers would supposedly be rewarded with legal titles to their and the *empresarios* with a great amount of territory which they could retain or put up for sale.\(^8\) This method, which required very little money from developer or settler, greatly appealed to land-hungry Americans as well as British, German and French groups attempting to escape the economic and political barriers of their own societies. In the midst of what Olmstead called a “barbarizing scramble” for landed wealth, foreign settlers were especially vulnerable.\(^9\)

The experience of the immigrant to *ante bellum* was an unsettling amalgam of exaggerated expectations and brutal realities. As most inhabitants of the new Republic saw their prosperity tied to the rapid settlement of the region, they soon assumed the boosterism of land developers. Texas thus became a landscape of “noble forests...perennial flowers [and] crystal streams, ...[a land unexcelled] in the ease and facility of raising stock...which makes easy work for farmers.” The potential settler was assured that Texas was, in effect, “one of the richest, most prolific and best watered countries in North America.”\(^10\) The “sad picture”
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that visitors encountered when they threw in their lot with Texas was a land of few roads, largely impassable and un navigable rivers, no railroads, few urban settlements and weather as unforgiving as it was changeable.\textsuperscript{11}

Surely the rudest shock the newcomer felt when he walked into reality which had very little to do with Texan hyperbole was the legal basis of all new settlements in the region. As the Republic of Texas became increasingly strapped for cash, the need for landowning taxpayers became chronic.\textsuperscript{12} As a result, individual \textit{empresario} contracts were largely replaced by American and European land companies which had the immediate prospect of funneling more money into the treasury. With the commencement of Sam Houston’s second presidential term in 1842, Republican land policies shifted drastically when individual settlers were allowed to occupy tracts once reserved for \textit{empresarios} or companies.\textsuperscript{13} The great companies, especially that of W.S. Peters which controlled most of north central Texas between the Red and Trinity rivers, defied this change for almost a decade and continued to lure settlers into present-day counties of north central and northeastern Texas without providing them with adequate legal titles.\textsuperscript{14} This confusion was deepened by the Texans’
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“native shrewdness” in dealing with newcomers, especially those who did not speak English. Consequently, many new arrivals in the Texas of the 1840s found themselves without legal grounds to settle on. Some, like Cabet’s followers, discovered that they did not hold rights to all the land they had contracted for; other were amazed to find that the land they had invested in simply did not exist.15

The catalyst which brought socialism to Texas was the deterioration of liberal control in France which in 1848 led to another revolution. The decade of the 1840s ultimately affirmed for Étienne Cabet and other left-wing leaders that real social justice could only be attained in America. As the government of the bourgeois king Louis Philippe and his historian/minister François Guizot became more autocratic and unwilling to listen to dissent from any political quarter, widespread frustration erupted in February, 1848, fueling an “accidental” revolution.16 As with France’s first revolution, the winds of political opposition blew erratically between the poles of capital and labor. With Louis Philippe’s immediate, almost unforced, abdication, France came under the rule of the Second Republic, which became a battle zone between the forces of socialism and conservatism. When Cabet’s colleague, Louis Blanc proposed the creation of “national workshops” which would regulate factory hours and conditions while allowing workers to unionize and control their own job site, many of the ideas of Icarie seemed within reach.17 With the backlash of the propertied
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classes in the spring of 1848, Blanc’s plan was subverted into a way of cashiering France’s unemployed into the army. Though the leftists took their opposition to the barricades in the famous “June Days,” they could not stand up to the new military and police units which packed Paris and so saw their political power slip away.18

Long before Louis Philippe’s government had fallen, certain of its agencies such as the French Legation, headquartered in Austin, persistently counseled the expansion of French trade with Texas. Despite the state of Texan democracy which was “more turbulent and anarchical than in the United States” and the undeniable fact that the Republic was “a poor country with a population widely dispersed over a vast territory,” France’s liberal government recognized the region’s economic potential and hoped to capitalize on it by promoting French immigration into Texas and preventing the Republic’s annexation by the United States.19 Despite its intense effort to expand a sphere of influence within Texas, French immigration would only begin in earnest after Texas became a state in 1845. Far from being a chit in a vast geopolitical game, Texas would evolve as the site for the vindication of one man’s vision for a new society. From Ètienne Cabet’s point-of-view, the region was an empty slate awaiting the message of utopia.

In the swirling events of 1847-48, Cabet and other socialist leaders saw their long-
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held political and social theories put to the practical test. There was no time for the evolutionary millenarianism which had long marked socialist thought; for the future, it seemed, had suddenly come. From 1845 onward, the French economy entered a period of stagnation marked by frequent strikes, bread riots and a steady upward curve of malnutrition and disease among the laboring poor. The effect of industrialization was disastrous on the French artisan class. After decades of seeing their livelihood slowly eroded by machine-made goods, these later-day guilds men could not contain their frustration. When revolutionary barricades sprouted in Paris in February, 1848, many workers rejoiced at their deliverance. When the dreams of “Community” were dashed in the early summer by force of arms, many a disillusioned worker now proclaimed that “only Icaria now holds out any hope.”

Even before these revolutionary hopes had faded, other events forced Cabet to put his long-held ideas into action. Mexico, and later Texas, had emerged as the focus for socialist settlements as early as 1828 when Robert Owen, hoping to emulate the colonization efforts of Stephen F. Austin and other early Texas empresarios, began negotiations with the ineffectual, Mexican president Vincente Guerrero for the use of a large tract of land between Texas and Coahuila on which to found a community not unlike that of New Harmony, Indiana which had come into being in the mid-1820s. Though his plans did not survive the political revival of Santa Anna in 1829, Owen remained enthusiastic for the next two decades about the region as the perfect site for colony-building. He ultimately influenced Cabet towards Texas. In the early 1840s, when W.S. Peters was involved in maximizing his
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company’s profits, he turned to Owen as a potential customer whose influence might bring thousands of Europeans into north central Texas. Owen quickly referred the persistent developer to his protege Cabet.\textsuperscript{21}

Throughout the dark days of 1845-46, issue after issue of \textit{Le Populaire} had moved towards the bitter realization that the new socialist society could not be attained in France which remained in the death grip of the bourgeoisie. The only answer now was the “new terrestrial paradise” of America where the “social experimentation” of Icaria could come into being unfettered by old ideas. On January 17, 1848, Cabet joyfully announced that Texas was to be the “Promised Land” for up to twenty-thousand of his followers.\textsuperscript{22}

Even as the French political forces of 1848 moved toward their ultimate destination, the Icarians were busy on both sides of the Atlantic in making utopia a reality. Shortly after announcing the Texas project in print, Cabet dispatched an agent to St. Louis to make the final arrangements with the Peters Company. Though a number of official and unofficial Texas land agents routinely advertised in American and European newspapers of the time, the Icarians seemed bound to the Peters deal because of Owen’s influence. Though certain they had contracted for a million acres of North Texas prairie, the Icarians soon ran afoul of the state’s land policies which alternated sections between developer tracts and public


acreage. The developer then proceeded to divided each of it sections in half, an area comprising 320 acres. As a result, the million acres Cabet thought he would occupy soon shrank to under ten-thousand, none of it in one contiguous land mass.23 Since the Icarian crusaders would remain ignorant of this fact until they had deserted the old world for the new, Cabet’s plan for American immigration went on full tilt, first in spite of and then because of France’s domestic politics.

As the left-wing of France’s new parliamentary government began to splinter and slowly lose control of the country’s political direction, Cabet and his followers resolved to waste no more time on political debate “but only discuss arrangements for emigration.”24 Cabet founded travel bureaus in many of the industrial towns where his support had been the greatest, and yet despite a initial spike of enthusiasm for the Texas project in the early months of 1848 which manifested itself in some few able-bodied colonists and a large number of contributions, the dream of Icaria was soon swallowed by the early successes of the Revolution which, thanks to Blanc, promised French workers an industrial paradise without the attendant hardships of resettlement in an alien land.25 Though the general response of French labor was decidedly tepid to the idea of utopian emigration, an inner core of Cabet’s supporters were willing to risk their lives and a sizeable subscription fee to
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plant the flag of Icaria in the wilderness. Like most readers of *Le Populaire* and subscribers to Cabet’s ideas, this group was well-off and middle-aged by nineteenth-century standards. One-third of the Icarian “advance guard” was comprised of farmers and gardeners; the group also contained a sizeable contingent of artisans and professional men, some of whom would go on to important subsequent careers in France or in the United States.26

While the initial response to his immigration appeal was disheartening, Cabet used his newspaper to amplify his Icarian activities. On February 3, 1848, he wrote of the departure from Le Harve of the “advance guard,” a group of sixty-nine especially liveried socialist heroes. The scene, complete with the administering of oaths to uphold the “Social Contract,” a list of socialist principles which would realize Cabet’s vision of the new society and then a series of tearful farewells, was one of the most memorable vignettes of early socialist literature. Cabet was later to write that this event clearly signified “the regeneration of the human race.”27 As the Icarians embarked on the ship *Rome* and it cast off, the strains of workers’ anthems echoed across to the harbor where Cabet and a large crowd of his emotional retainers responded with stanzas of their own replete with martial energy and unvanquished hope. The “soldiers of Fraternity” were encouraged to “establish in Icaria the happiness of Humanity.” This principle of brotherhood would put forward “a pure wave of
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socialism” which existed “without property and money...dowry and privileges.”

After fifty-one days at sea, the Rome anchored at New Orleans on March 27, 1848. With a sizeable French population, the city proved extremely congenial to the Icarian voyagers, but after a short stay they boarded a river steamer for the long trip up the Red River to the frontier entrepôt of Shreveport. As they neared their destination, the voyagers seemed less and less in control of their fate. With few of the “advance guard” well-versed in English, the entire party became more vulnerable as it moved toward the Texas border which marked off both a national but also a linguistic frontier. When they landed at Shreveport on April 4, they were shocked to find that the land that Cabet’s agent had chosen for the colony was over 250 miles away across a Texas hinterland devoid of roads and only lightly settled. Because they had been told that the Peters grant was close to the Louisiana border and could easily be reached by boat, the Icarians were betrayed by their Continental assumptions of travel which seldom applied to the Great West. The great number of steamer trunks the party had brought from Europe could not be transported across the Texas prairie without extreme hardship and expense. By an incredible coincidence, one of the newcomers discovered that one of his cousins was prominent merchant in Shreveport. Through his help, a portion of the luggage was stored and the rest was transhipped across the Red River.
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into Texas. “This able set of fellows,” as one local newspaper characterized them, seemed perfectly fitted by health and demeanor to deal with “the difficulties with which they expect to meet.” Before their Texas summer was over, almost twenty percent of the “advance guard” would die as would Cabet’s initial concept of Icaria.

The first leg of their journey took the socialist pioneers across territory only recently cleared of the Choctaw Nation. Though they thus saw few aborigines, the French urbanites soon found how unprepared they were for the “primitive” landscape they were bound to cross. After two weeks marked by sweltering heat, lack of provisions, bad water, dysentery and a broken wagon axle, the colonists arrived at Sulphur Prairie, a large farm near Titus to the north of Mount Pleasant. This land had been bought by Cabet’s agent at the same time as the Peters grant. In spite of the growing xenophobia of 1840s America, such a rapid intrusion of manpower into the East Texas frontier was seen as a multiple “benefit to all the people of this section of the country.” The iron-foundry and brick structures the Frenchmen proposed to build at Sulphur Prairie, however, were never fully completed. Before the beginning of the summer, most of the colonists had left for their short-lived Icarian
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The gradual establishment of colonists in Texas envisioned by Cabet was soon rendered impossible by the anomalies of the state’s land policies. On the “advance party” had established itself at Sulphur Prairie, a lead party went on to occupy Icaria in early May. Besides the scattered nature of the grant Cabet had acquired from the Peters Company, the Icarians and their trek leader Alphonse Gouhenant were stunned to discover that each half-section of land designated for the colony had to be occupied; that is, built on, by July 1 or the grant would revert back to the State of Texas.\(^{34}\) Leaving all the other members of the lead party in Icarie to begin the massive construction project, Gouhenant rushed back to Sulphur Prairie and gathered as many of the original “advance guard” as feasible to succor the beleaguered colony in its first and possibly last crisis. Leaving behind most of the supplies they had transported from Louisiana, they filled back packs with enough essentials to support them for a few days, hoping to purchase food on the journey. Following the Sulphur River along its southern fork, the colonists, now looking somewhat like peddlers because of their knapsacks, moved across two zones of Texas prairie and into the Cross Timbers, the swath of forested territory between grand bands of grasslands in which Icaria was located.\(^{35}\) Because of the intense heat and the need to cover as much territory as
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possible everyday, Gouhenant and his fellows often walked into late into the evening before making camp. With no tents, they normally took shelter along the stream beds which were shadier and less exposed to animal or Indian attack. When the late spring turned monsoonal as one frightening thunderstorm after another marched across the plains, this strategy proved impossible as did getting any rest during these downpours which often drove the rivers out of their banks and flooded the grasslands. Surviving on a kind of water-logged cornmeal mush, the Icarians persisted and even increased their daily pace. On June 1, after twelve days of walking, the majority of the Icarian population, now suffering from exposure, dysentery, and malnutrition, arrived at the earthly paradise and immediately set to work, amidst the joyful reunion with their fellows, to vindicate their claim to utopia.36

The difficulties of scratching a living out of the primæval Texas prairie was perhaps best expressed by the German emigrants who were extremely successful at doing so. One such agriculturalist wrote: “Only determined, energetic people are fit for a country where unwonted troubles and hardships of all kinds await the newcomer.”37 The French socialists who came into East Texas and the Cross Timbers were such a group of hardheaded and earnest laborers and yet they quickly failed. Overwork and a failure to mentally and physically adapt to the new world they had chosen as their own proved the ultimate bane of the Icarian venture. To meet the requirements of the Peters grant, Gouhenant and the relief party from Sulphur Prairie began building structures on as many half-sections as they could
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around the natural center of the colony, the confluence of the Denton and Oliver Creeks. Within a month, Gouhenant was joyfully writing Cabet that enough territory had been claimed to support up to twenty-thousand of his fellows. The scene was an apparent beehive of activity which could provide Cabet and all of his followers with happiness and wealth. By the time, the second “advance party” arrived at Icarie on August 29, 1848, however, the harsh realities of frontier had dispelled such euphoria.\(^{38}\)

The immediate failure of the colonists was a primal one. In the midst of their frenetic activity to construct what amounted to a “Potemkin village,” the Icarians neglected planting until the mid-summer sun had baked the North Texas black land into a brick-like hardness which eventually destroyed the colony’s only plow. Even the small area prepared for planting before this accident received no rain and very few of the seeds germinated. With a growing need for food, the colonists increasingly turned to their Anglo-American neighbors (especially agents of the Peters Company) for food, running up a huge debt in the process.\(^{39}\)

Besides their failures as American farmers, the Icarians soon became physical and psychological casualties of the alien landscape. Because of their month-long exertions at building and their negligence at finding fresh water supplies, most of the colonists “suffered a good deal from sickness.” The resultant “trembling fever” \((fievre tremblant)\) was surely malaria, yellow fever or some other parasite-born disease for which stagnant water was a host. By August, four of the colonists had died of this raging infection, of which all the

\(^{38}\) Wade, 23; Shaw, 41-42; Cabet, \(D\éfense\), 41-42.

\(^{39}\) Wade, 25; Shaw, 39, 42.
Icarians had “much horror.” The long hours of unrelenting work, heat, mosquitoes, bad food all exercised an undeniable effect on the Icarian psyche. In addition to the fever victims, one of the colonists died of a lightning strike during one of the late-summer thunderstorms so typical of the region. Icaria’s physician seemed completely unarmed against the physical forces arrayed against the health of his fellows. He himself eventually sickened and died, but only after he had become mentally deranged. The leader of the second “advance guard”, Favard, best expressed the spirit of alienation among the Icarians as they suffered through their first and only Texas summer. In his view, the roads to Icarie were so “abominable,” they could not support any real wagon traffic. Without this line of transport, no civilization – including such indispensable niceties as women, good bread and fine wine – could come into being on the Texas prairie.

With the arrival of the second “advance guard,” the spirit of determination to make Icaria succeed quickly dissolved. Rather than spending precious time in selling the colony’s lands and running the very real risk of the escalation of infection, the healthier members, especially Favard, counseled a “retreat” to Shreveport as soon as possible. Dividing the remaining company funds among the members (which came to approximately seven dollars apiece), they left the site of all their frantic labor and the burying of their colleagues in September, 1848. Breaking off into a number of smaller parties, they used different routes across East Texas to avoid overtaxing the scant food supplies of the region. When they
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reunited at Sulphur Prairie, they were saddened to find that the “trembling fever” had claimed four more of their fellows.\textsuperscript{42} The complete Icarian capitulation to the harshness of frontier life did not go unnoticed by their American neighbors and other recent, European immigrants. The Bonham \emph{Argus} chronicled the demise of the colony, attributing it to the chronic fever to which the French seemed to have very little resitance. The editor of the newspaper wished the socialists well and sardonically hoped that they would find the fevers of New Orleans (their final destination) “more to their taste than those of the Cross Timbers.”\textsuperscript{43} In the following year, the German travel writer, Victor Bracht, characterized Icarie and other communal ventures as “diseased plants that will not thrive even in the healthful west” and gloated that “communism in America need not set its expectations too high.”\textsuperscript{44} Cabet, in typical journalistic fashion, put the newspaperman’s “spin” on the events. He converted the colony’s failure and the return to Louisiana as a “death march” of sorts in which the tattered remnants of the “advance guards” were cast as heroes endowed with “a zeal, a devotion [and] a courage almost superhuman.” Privately, “Papa” Cabet blamed those who had gone to Texas and lamented that “all our hopes could have been realized,” but for their wasteful overwork and poor eating habits.\textsuperscript{45}

Once the survivors of the Texas venture reached Shreveport, they reclaimed the
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remainder of baggage stored there and returned to New Orleans by steamer. Establishing themselves in one of the city’s poorer neighborhoods, they waited for the expected army of their fellows in growing penury through the fall and winter of 1848-1849. Though still dedicated to socialist ideals, the veterans of the Texas summer had begun to lose faith in their leader’s promises. Their deepening financial embarrassment must have rendered ludicrous the Plan Financier, Cabet’s grandiose scheme for making Icarie independent of industrial society and an economic force in the post-industrial world. The veterans of Texas were also disgruntled at the version of their experiences reported in the pages of Le Populaire. As new adherents of Cabet began to arrive in New Orleans throughout the fall of 1848, the Icarian community in exile became rife with bitter disagreements. By the time Cabet came in January, 1849, almost half of his followers in America had lost confidence in his leadership. To scotch this schism at the source, he decided to use almost half of the remaining Icarian treasury to pay off the malcontents. With the remaining three-hundred faithful, he began planning for a reborn Icarie. 46 Despite his role as peacemaker, Cabet soon encountered the frustration of his American followers and that of his disgruntled adherents in Europe who eventually sued him for absconding with the funds which paid for the “Texas disaster.” 47

With a rebellion among their numbers averted, the remaining Icarians began the process of funding a new meeting site. After interviewing the survivors of the Texas venture, Sulphur Prairie and Icarie became a closed book for Cabet and for all the new arrivals from

46 Shaw, 41-42; Prudhommeaux, 238-42.
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France whom he kept “ignorant of all that had taken place in Texas.” Maintaining the houses in New Orleans as his headquarters, Cabet appointed committees of his followers “to search out” a new colony site. At the suggestion of the French community in Saint Louis, the Icarians decided on the Mississippi River town of Nauvoo (formerly, Commerce) Illinois. A booming Mormon settlement from 1839 onward, Nauvoo had been deserted after 1845 when Joseph Smith and his brother were assassinated in a round of anti-Mormon violence. With so much of the settlement’s infrastructure still intact, Nauvoo seemed a perfect site for the homeless Icarians who moved to purchase the property and set up their new colony there before 1849 had passed.48

What had never been accomplished in Texas was soon set in place in Nauvoo. A vibrant economic and cultural life seemed to thrive at the Illinois site – all in line with Icarian teachings.49 In real terms, however, this meant that Nauvoo was under the complete control of its “father, savior [and] Christ,” Étienne Cabet. As the colonists – perhaps from the influence of the American democracy which existed around them – began to demand more control over the administration of Nauvoo, Cabet displayed a “dictatorial spirit” which eventually extended to the regulation of the colonists’ personal habits with an abusive campaign, the “tobacco war,” against the smoking of the “dirty weed” within Nauvoo’s city limits. As a result of this overbearing rule, a large segment of the colony “inwardly lost respect” for their leader, and this saw the division of the population into two factions: the
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reds (the majority party comprised almost entirely of farmers, some of them survivors of the Texas venture) and the whites (supporters of Cabet who were mostly artisans who had recently arrived from Europe. When in 1856, Cabet refused to accept defeat in an democratic election for the colony’s presidency mounted by the General Assembly and “board of directors” (comité de gerance), he literally lost control of the idea of Icaria. With his life work now subsumed by others, he again attempted to assume the mantle of prophet and lead his followers to another colony. This was prevented by a massive stroke which led to his death on November 18, 1856.\textsuperscript{50}

With Cabet’s death, the frontier of America’s utopianism was slowly closed. Nauvoo did not outlast the Civil War. The colony centered on Cabet’s last supporters (the whites) at Corning, Iowa eventually broke into feuding factions and largely disappeared by the early 1880s. The last child of Icarianism was a small agricultural farm in Cloverdale, California known as Icaria Speranza.\textsuperscript{51} When this communal experiment failed in 1887, the dream of Icarie, which had first come to list so many years before in Texas, finally died.

The desire to found a perfect society in a perfect landscape had failed because of unescapable realities on both sides of the Atlantic. As the nineteenth century waned, European workers no longer turned to utopianism for consolation. Instead they look to such intellectual systems as Marxism and anarchism which posited systemic change for an entire
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society or rejected the idea of society altogether. In the short run, they gave their support to socialist and other left-leaning, political parties pledged to improve working conditions or Catholic and nationalist parties which followed the line of reform initiated by Pope Leo XIII (1878-1903) which attempted to safeguard the dignity of the individual as well as the “inviolability of private property.”

For many Europeans, immigration to the New World became an alternative to such domestic political solutions. The French, however, lost interest in this solution, perhaps because of their mid-nineteenth disappointments in Texas which, they discovered, was “not the utopian country they had been led to expect.”

In America, the imprint of utopianism had begun to fade even before the Civil War had ended. Despite this slow decline, Cabet’s ideas and the example of his colonies would not vanish without a trace. His desire to establish a social environment marked by “happiness which is boundless and unalterable” was emulated by Victor Considerant, Charles Fourier’s principal disciple, who would seek his own version of Icaria in 1855-56. Ironically, the site of this later utopian experiment, was only twenty miles from Icarie down the Elm Fork of the Trinity River in the center of the present-day city of Dallas. While this experiment, like Icaria, would soon disappear, its influence would far outweigh its size or duration by inserting European civilization, if only in a pale version, on the burgeoning Texas
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